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mixture and the walls of the tube scraped with the tip of the ther-
mometer. Very often persistent supercooling will be noted but
after a compound has once been solidified an accurate melting-
point value may be determined.
II. BOILING-POINTS
The usual method of determining boiling-points when appre-
ciable amounts of liquid are available is to actually distill a 5-10 cc.
portion of the material. This procedure furnishes not merely a
boiling-point but also something of more value in ordinary work,
namely, a boiling-point-range. The operation differs from the
usual distillation procedure only in the use of smaller amounts of
material and miniature apparatus.
The small 10 cc. flask is placed upon a square piece of asbestos
board which contains a perforation of about 2 cm. diameter. A
small flame is used so as to prevent superheating, but care must
be taken to prevent fluctuations in the thermometer reading due
to variable cooling of the vapors in the neck of the flask. The bulb
of the thermometer should be placed near the outlet of the flask
and naturally the temperature reading is not taken until the
mercury of the thermometer has been given time to come to the
temperature of the vapor. Because of the small amount of liquid
distilled it is necessary to distill slowly. The type of condenser
used (air or water-cooled) depends upon the boiling-point of the
liquid being distilled, but should be of small size so as to prevent
excessive loss of the distillate. Very high-boiling liquids may be
collected directly into a test-tube receiver since the quantity of dis-
tillate is so small. When some suggestion is at hand in regard
to possible decomposition upon distillation, it is necessary to test a
cubic centimeter of material by heating in a small test-tube before
subjecting the main portion of the sample to a high temperature.
Substances which boil with decomposition under ordinary
pressure may usually be distilled under diminished pressure.
Usually this will not be necessary when dealing with an individual
compound since other constants and particularly the constants of
derivatives may be relied upon. For the separation of certain
liquid mixtures which contain ingredients that may be distilled
only under reduced pressure, it is necessary to resort to this modi-
fied method.

